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Abstract
In this paper we describe our submissions
to WAT-2021 (Nakazawa et al., 2021) for
English-to-Myanmar language (Burmese)
task. Our team, ID: “YCC-MT1”, fo-
cused on bringing transliteration knowl-
edge to the decoder without changing the
model. We manually extracted the translit-
eration word/phrase pairs from the ALT
corpus and applying XML markup fea-
ture of Moses decoder (i.e. -xml-input
exclusive, -xml-input inclusive). We
demonstrate that hybrid translation tech-
nique can significantly improve (around
6 BLEU scores) the baseline of three
well-known “Phrase-based SMT”, “Oper-
ation Sequence Model” and “Hierarchi-
cal Phrase-based SMT”. Moreover, this
simple hybrid method achieved the sec-
ond highest results among the submit-
ted MT systems for English-to-Myanmar
WAT2021 translation share task accord-
ing to BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) and
AMFM scores (Banchs et al., 2015).

1 Introduction
While both statistical machine translation
(SMT) and neural machine translation (NMT)
have proven successful for high resource lan-
guage, it is still an open research question how
to make it work well especially for the low re-
source and long distance reordering language
pairs such as English and Burmese (Duh et al.,
2020), (Kolachina et al., 2012), (Trieu et al.,
2019), (Win Pa Pa et al., 2016). To the best
of our knowledge there are only two publicly
available English-Myanmar parallel corpora;
ALT Corpus (Ding et al., 2020) and UCSY
Corpus (Yi Mon Shwe Sin and Khin Mar Soe,
2019) for research purpose, and the size of
the corpora are around 20K and 200K respec-
tively. The parallel data for Myanmar-English
machine translation share task at Workshop
on Asian Translation (WAT) using combina-
tion of that two corpora and thus it is a
good chance for the NLP researchers who
are working on low resource machine transla-
tion. Motivated by this challenge, we repre-
sented the University of Technology, Yatanar-
pon Cyber City (UTYCC) and participated
in the English-Myanmar (en-my) share task of
WAT2021 (Nakazawa et al., 2021).

In this paper, we propose one hybrid system
based on plugging XML markup translation
knowledge to the SMT decoder. The trans-
lation rules for transliteration and borrowed
words, and direct usage of English words in
the target language are constructed by us-
ing a parallel word dictionary. The English-
Myanmar transliteration dictionary was built
by manual extracting parallel words/phrases
from the whole ALT corpus. This simple
hybrid method outperformed the three base-
lines and achieved the second highest results
among the submitted MT systems for English-
to-Myanmar WAT2021 translation share task
according to BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) and
AMFM scores (Banchs et al., 2015).

The remainder of this paper is organized
as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the
data preprocessing, including word segmenta-
tion and cleaning steps. In Section 3, we de-
scribe the details of our three SMT systems.
The machine translation evaluation metrics
are presented in Section 4. The manual ex-
traction process of transliteration word/phrase
pairs from the ALT English-Myanmar parallel
data is described in Section 5. Then, the SMT
decoding with XML markup technique is de-
scribed in Section 6. In Section 7, we present
hybrid translation results achieved by all our
systems. Section 8 concludes this paper.

2 Data preprocessing
2.1 Preprocessing for English and

Myanmar
We tokenized and escaping English data re-
spectively with the tokenizer and escaping
perl script (escape-special-chars.perl) of
Moses (Koehn et al., 2007). For Myanmar,
although provided training data of ALT was
already segmented, word segmentation was
not provided for the UCSY corpus. And
thus, we did syllable segmentation by using
sylbreak.pl (Ye Kyaw Thu, 2017).

2.2 Parallel Data Statistic
The corpus for the English-Myanmar share
task contained two separate corpora and they
are UCSY corpus and ALT corpus. The do-
main of the UCSY corpus is general and the
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Table 1: Statistics of our preprocessed parallel data

Data Type # of Sentences # of Myanmar Syllables # of English Words

TRAIN (UCSY) 238,014 6,285,996 3,357,260

TRAIN (ALT) 18,088 1,038,640 413,000

DEV 1,000 57,709 27,318

TEST 1,018 58,895 27,929

original English sentences of the ALT corpus
was extracted from the Wikinews (Ye Kyaw
Thu et al., 2016). The size of the UCSY par-
allel corpus is about 238K sentence pairs and
it is also a part of the training data of the
WAT2021 share task. The size of the English-
Myanmar ALT parallel corpus is about 20K
sentence pairs and splitted into 18,088 sen-
tences for training, 1,000 sentences for devel-
opment and 1,018 sentences for test data re-
spectively (see Table 1). While the number
of development and test set sentences are the
same, we implemented phrase-based, operat-
ing sequence model and hiero systems with the
UCSY training corpus only and the combina-
tion of the UCSY and the ALT training sets.
The statistics of our preprocessed parallel data
are shown in Table1.

3 SMT Systems
In this section, we describe the methodology
used in the machine translation experiments
for this share task.

3.1 Phrase-based Statistical Machine
Translation

A PBSMT translation model is based on
phrasal units (Koehn et al., 2003). Here,
a phrase is simply a contiguous sequence
of words and generally, not a linguistically
motivated phrase. A phrase-based transla-
tion model typically gives better translation
performance than word-based models. We
can describe a simple phrase-based transla-
tion model consisting of phrase-pair probabil-
ities extracted from corpus and a basic re-
ordering model, and an algorithm to extract
the phrases to build a phrase-table (Specia,
2011). The phrase translation model is based
on noisy channel model. To find best transla-
tion ê that maximizes the translation proba-
bility P(f) given the source sentences; mathe-
matically. Here, the source language is French
and the target language is an English. The
translation of a French sentence into an En-
glish sentence is modeled as equation 1.

ê = argmaxeP(e|f) (1)

Applying the Bayes’ rule, we can factorized
into three parts.

P (e|f) = P(e)
P(f)P(f |e) (2)

The final mathematical formulation of phrase-
based model is as follows:

argmaxeP(e|f) = argmaxeP(f |e)P(e) (3)

3.2 Operation Sequence Model
The operation sequence model which combines
the benefits of two state-of-the-art SMT frame-
works named n-gram-based SMT and phrase-
based SMT. This model simultaneously gener-
ate source and target units and does not have
spurious ambiguity that is based on minimal
translation units (Durrani et al., 2011) (Dur-
rani et al., 2015). It is a bilingual language
model that also integrates reordering informa-
tion. OSM motivates better reordering mech-
anism that uniformly handles local and non-
local reordering and strong coupling of lexical
generation and reordering. It means that OSM
can handle both short and long distance re-
ordering. The operation types are such as gen-
erate, insert gap, jump back and jump forward
which perform the actual reordering.

3.3 Hierarchical Phrase-based
Statistical Machine Translation

The hierarchical phrase-based SMT approach
is a model based on synchronous context-free
grammar (Specia, 2011). The model is able
to be learned from a corpus of unannotated
parallel text. The advantage this technique
offers over the phrase-based approach is that
the hierarchical structure is able to repre-
sent the word re-ordering process. The re-
ordering is represented explicitly rather than
encoded into a lexicalized re-ordering model
(commonly used in purely phrase-based ap-
proaches). This makes the approach particu-
larly applicable to language pairs that require
long-distance re-ordering during the transla-
tion process (Braune et al., 2012).
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3.4 Moses SMT System
We used the PBSMT, HPBSMT and OSM
system provided by the Moses toolkit (Koehn
et al., 2007) for training the PBSMT, HPB-
SMT and OSM statistical machine transla-
tion systems. The word segmented source lan-
guage was aligned with the word segmented
target language using GIZA++ (Och and Ney,
2000). The alignment was symmetrized by
grow-diag-final and heuristic (Koehn et al.,
2003). The lexicalized reordering model was
trained with the msd-bidirectional-fe option
(Tillmann, 2004). We use KenLM (Heafield,
2011) for training the 5-gram language model
with modified Kneser-Ney discounting (Chen
and Goodman, 1996). Minimum error rate
training (MERT) (Och, 2003) was used to tune
the decoder parameters and the decoding was
done using the Moses decoder (version 2.1.1).
We used default settings of Moses for all ex-
periments.

4 Evaluation
Our systems are evaluated on the ALT test
set and we used the different evaluation
metrics such as Bilingual Evaluation Under-
study (BLEU) (Papineni et al., 2002), Rank-
based Intuitive Bilingual Evaluation Score
(RIBES) (Isozaki et al., 2010), and Adequacy-
Fluency Metrics (AMFM) (Banchs et al.,

2015). For the official evaluation of English-to-
Myanmar share task, we uploaded our hypoth-
esis files to the WAT2021 evaluation server
and sub-syllable (almost same with sylbreak
toolkit’s syllable units) segmentation was used
for Myanmar language. We submitted “hybrid
PBSMT with XML markup (inclusive)” and
“hybrid OSM with XML markup (inclusive)”
systems training only with UCSY corpus for
human evaluation.

5 Manual Extraction of Parallel
Transliteration Words

When we studied on the Myanmar language
corpus provided by the WAT2021, we found
that many sentences are very long, containing
spelling errors, unnaturalness of translation
(i.e. translation from English to Myanmar)
and many transliteration words (i.e. word-
by-word, phrase-by-phrase, compound word
transliteration). Moreover, the ALT corpus
was extracted from the English Wikinews (Ye
Kyaw Thu et al., 2016) and it contains many
named entity words such as person names,
organizations, locations. See three example
English-Myanmar parallel sentences of the
ALT test data that contained several translit-
eration words. This paper tackling the prob-
lem of machine translation on transliteration
word/phrase pairs by hybrid translation ap-
proach.

[ဆစ ဒ န]1 က [ရ န ဝစခ]2 မင ပ င ကင မ မ သ န ပ င မင ရစ က င ဟ မင တတ က ရ ဂ က စက ခ ခ ရ တယ ဆ
တ အ တည ပ ခ ပ တယ ။ (It has been confirmed that eight thoroughbred race horses at [Randwick]2
Racecourse in [Sydney]1 have been infected with equine influenza .)

ဒ စ န တ နဂ မ [အန အကစ ဒ ဗ လ ]1 င [ကင စ လန ဒ]2 မ လ ၍ [သ စ တ လ]3 တက ပည နယ မ အ လ
တင မင ပ ပန စ ဖ မ လ င ပ တယ ။ (Racing is expected to resume in all [Australian]3 states except
[NSW]1 and [Queensland]2 on the weekend .)

[ဘ ရစ တ န စ ပ ယ ]1 သ မ ၏ န အမ သ အ ပန က န က ယ င ခ လက ပ န က [ကယ လ ဖ န ယ ]2 ပည နယ [မစ
ရင ]3 တ င ကန မ အ တင ၊ အ တ အ ဆ မ စ မ င င ခင အ တက ဗဒ ဟ န တင သ တင ထ က အ ဖ ဝင အ မ
သ လ ယ က အ ဖမ ခ ခ ရ ပ ဒဏ င ပ ဆ င ခ ရ သည ။ (Four male members of the paparazzi were
arrested and charged on Wednesday with reckless driving in [Mission]31 Hills , [California]2
after following [Britney Spears]1 back to her mansion .)

We manually extracted English-Myanmar
transliteration word and phrase pairs from
the whole ALT corpus and prepared 14,225
unique word dictionary1. The main
categories are Country/City Names, De-
monyms, Personal Names, Month Names,
General Nouns, Organization Names, Abbre-
viations, Units and English-to-English Trans-

1https://github.com/ye-kyaw-thu/MTRSS/tree/
master/WAT2021/en-my_transliteration-dict

lation Words (see Table 2).

6 Hybrid Translation
Generally, hybrid translation integrates the
strengths of rationalism method and empiri-
cist method. (Hunsicker et al., 2012) described
how machine learning approaches can be used
to improve the phrase substitution component
of a hybrid machine translation system. Es-
sential of hybrid translation is to integrate the

https://github.com/ye-kyaw-thu/MTRSS/tree/master/WAT2021/en-my_transliteration-dict
https://github.com/ye-kyaw-thu/MTRSS/tree/master/WAT2021/en-my_transliteration-dict
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Table 2: Some example of manually extracted transliteration word/phrase pairs.

Country/City Names and Demonyms
Italy အတလ
Portugal ပ တဂ
Paris ပငသစ
Shanghai ရနဟင
Australian သစ တ လ လမ
Personal Names
David Bortolussi ဒ ဗစ ဘ တလပစ
coach William McKenny က ခ ဝလယမ အမစကနန
Dr. Michel Pellerin ဒကတ မရလ ပလ ရ
Liu Jianchao လ ကန ခ င
manager Phil Garner မန နဂ ဖ ဂ န
Month Names
January ဇနနဝ ရ လ
March မတ လ
May မ လ
September စကတငဘ
October အ ကတဘ
General Nouns
penalties ပယနယလတ
theory သအရ
bowling ဘ လင
the Yankees ရနက
baseball ဘစ ဘ
Organization Names
Liberal Democrats လစဘရယ ဒမကရက
Scottish Premier League (SPL) စ က တလန ပရမယ လဂ ( အကစပအယလ )
Walt Disney World’s Wide World of Sports ဝ ဒစ န ဝလ ၏ ဝက ဝ စ ပ
Somali Defence Ministry ဆမ လ က ကယ ရ ဝနက ဌ န
Iranian press-agency IRNA အရန စ နယဇင - အဂငစ အ န
Abbreviations and Units
Intel x86 အငတလ အတစ၈၆
NFL အနအကဖအယ
A.Q.U.S.A အ.က .ယ.အက. အ
AC-130 အစ-၁၃၀
km ကလမတ
English-to-English Words
Big C Big C
iTV iTV
F-16 F - 16
Khlong Toei Khlong Toei
Na Ranong Na Ranong
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core of MT engines. Multiple- engine HMT in-
tegrates all available MT methods, applying
to their benefits, in order to improve quali-
ties of output (Xuan et al., 2012). The pop-
ular combinations comprise ”rule-based ma-
chine translation vs the SMT” and multiple
combinations of machine translation engines,
for example ”SMT vs neural machine transla-
tion”. Our work in this paper focuses on hybrid
machine translation of SMT engine and XML
tags inserting (i.e. applying rules) into translit-
eration words of each source sentence. We
used the Moses SMT toolkit and it also sup-
ports -xml-input flag to activate XML tags
inserting feature with one of the five options;
exclusive, inclusive, constraint, ignore
and pass-through. Refer manual page of the
Moses toolkit 2 for detail explanation. Al-
though we studied all options, we will present

the two options that work well for English-
Myanmar hybrid translation.

The Moses decoder has an XML markup
scheme that allows the specification of trans-
lations for parts of the sentence. In its sim-
plest form, we can guide the decoder what to
use to translate certain transliteration words
or phrases in the source sentence. We wrote a
perl script for XML Markup inserting into the
source English sentences based on the manu-
ally extracted transliteration dictionary. As
shown in follows, the XML Markup scheme
for HPBSMT is different with PBSMT and
OSM. This is because the syntactic annota-
tion of the HPBSMT system also used XML
Markup. And thus, we used --xml-brackets
"{{ }}" option when decoding hybrid HPB-
SMT system.

XML Markup Scheme for PBSMT and OSM:
Tanks of <np translation=” အ က စ ဂင” prob=”0.8”>oxygen</np> , <np translation=”ဟ လ ရမ”
prob=”0.8”>helium</np> and <np translation=”အက ဆ တ လင ” prob=”0.8”>acetylene</np>
began to explode after a connector used to join <np translation=”အက ဆ တ လင ”
prob=”0.8”>acetylene</np> tanks during the filling process malfunctioned .

Decoding with XML Markup Scheme for PBSMT and OSM:
$moses -xml-input exclusive -i ./test.xml.en -f ../evaluation/test.filtered.ini.1
> en-my.xml.hyp1

XML Markup Scheme for HPBSMT:
Tanks of {{np translation=” အ က စ ဂင” prob=”0.8”}}oxygen{{/np}} , {{np trans-
lation=”ဟ လ ရမ” prob=”0.8”}}helium{{/np}} and {{np translation=”အက ဆ တ လင ”
prob=”0.8”}}acetylene{{/np}} began to explode after a connector used to join {{np
translation=”အက ဆ တ လင ” prob=”0.8”}}acetylene{{/np}} tanks during the filling process
malfunctioned .

Decoding with XML Markup Scheme for HPBSMT:
$moses_chart -xml-input exclusive --xml-brackets "{{ }}" -i ./test.xml.en -f
../evaluation/test.filtered.ini.1 > en-my.xml.hyp1

7 Results
Our systems are evaluated on the ALT test
set and the results are shown in Table 3. Our
observations from the results are as follows:

1. Hybrid translation of SMT with XML
Markup scheme showed significant im-
provement for all three SMT approaches;
PBSMT, OSM and HPBSMT.

2. Generally, -xml-input exclusive op-
tion gives a slightly higher scores than
-xml-input inclusive.

3. HPBSMT achieved the highest scores es-
pecially for training without ALT corpus

2http://www.statmt.org/moses/?n=Advanced.
Hybrid

(i.e. we can assume working well for Out-
of-Vocabulary case).

4. The baseline translation performance
score difference between training with or
without ALT corpus is about 5.0 BLEU
score.

8 Conclusion
We presented in this paper the UTYCC’s par-
ticipation in the WAT-2021 shared translation
task. Our hybrid SMT submission to the task
performed the second in English-to-Myanmar
translation direction according to several eval-
uation scores including the de facto BLEU.
Our results also confirmed the XML markup
technique for transliteration words dramati-
cally increase the translation performance up

http://www.statmt.org/moses/?n=Advanced.Hybrid
http://www.statmt.org/moses/?n=Advanced.Hybrid
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Table 3: BLEU, RIBES and AMFM scores for English-to-Myanmar translation (Bold number indicate
the highest score for each scoring method)

Only UCSY Training Data UCSY+ALT Training Data
Experiments BLEU RIBES AMFM BLEU RIBES AMFM

Baseline: PBSMT 15.01 0.519451 0.550400 20.80 0.542406 0.617900
Hybrid: xml-exclusive 20.80 0.551514 0.653850 24.54 0.563854 0.690020
Hybrid: xml-inclusive 20.88 0.553319 0.655310 25.11 0.567187 0.689400

Baseline: OSM 15.05 0.528968 0.557240 20.33 0.550329 0.622350
Hybrid: xml-exclusive 19.94 0.540820 0.651070 23.82 0.554226 0.691450
Hybrid: xml-inclusive 20.13 0.545962 0.654820 23.73 0.556381 0.691910

Baseline: Hiero 14.83 0.555290 0.545900 20.29 0.587136 0.612400
Hybrid: xml-exclusive 21.02 0.588198 0.653840 25.48 0.60733 0.684110
Hybrid: xml-inclusive 21.02 0.588198 0.653840 25.48 0.607339 0.684110

to 6 BLEU scores. Moreover, our results high-
lighted that hybrid statistical machine transla-
tion is easy to implement and we need to ex-
plore more for low-resource distant language
pairs such as English-Myanmar translation.
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